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Irish Immigrants in American Society from the 1770s to the 1850’s

! Irish immigrants played a complicated role in the construction of race during the 

period between the Revolutionary and Civil Wars in the United States. Due to historical 

oppression in their homeland, mass Irish immigration to the United States and changing 

views of race as a concept, the Irish in America struggled to find a stable place in 

American society. In an attempt to elevate their place in society and secure the labor 

market, Irish immigrants distanced themselves from competing racial groups, 

specifically free blacks and Chinese, by capitalizing on their whiteness and on prevalent 

white supremacist ideals of the time. However, despite legal “whiteness,” Irish 

immigrants’ societal roles in America were limited by a history of negative stereotypes.

! The colonization and subjugation of Ireland by Britain goes back centuries before 

Irish emigration to America, beginning their most brutal conquest of the island in the 

1500s. The British justified this take over by claiming the Irish were a degenerate 

European race and described them as darker in skin color than the British and savage 

in their manners. By 1700, only 14 percent of Irish land was actually owned by the Irish 

and a majority of the population had been reduced to living living as poverty stricken 

tenants working for British landlords (Takaki 141). For the British, this was a time of 

increased productivity and exports from Ireland; between 1750 and 1810 exports rose 



from two million to six million pounds per year (Takaki 141). For the Irish, however, it 

was a time of misery. Not only were most of them living in squalor, the British also 

enforced a number of penal laws which limited the activity and productivity of Catholics. 

Catholicism was the the majority religion in Irish culture, though, due in part to the penal 

laws, many Scots-Irish did convert to Protestantism. The penal laws disenfranchised 

Catholics, forbid them from opening schools, from selling or carrying weapons, from 

buying or selling land to a Protestant, and from publishing books or newspapers. They 

were even restricted to living in certain towns or districts separate from Protestants.  

! The first emigration from Ireland to America was mainly comprised of Protestant 

Scots-Irish throughout the 18th century. They, like many European immigrants, came to 

America in hopes of having more land there than they would have been able to afford at 

home. Irish, whether Catholic or Protestant, were considered white for immigration and 

citizenship purposes by the newly formed United States government, despite being 

seen as brutish and base (1795 Naturalization Act). This would become a trend in future 

law-making as well. This first emigration was far more voluntary than the second one 

would be and far fewer Irish risked the trip, instead enduring hardships at home and 

living primarily off of potatoes due to their poverty (Takaki 143).  This first batch of 

immigrants were seen as lower class and savage. However, the attitude towards them 

was similar to the attitude towards Native Americans in the 1600’s; they were not white, 

but could become white and “proper” members of society with time and adherence to 

“American” ways of life. This perception changed in the mid-1800s due in part to the 

Potato Famine.



! The Potato Famine of the 1840’s caused an influx of Irish immigrants to the 

United States, this time because they had little to no choice. In the ten years after the 

outbreak of the potato blight in 1845, about one million people in Ireland had died from 

starvation and illness (Takaki 143). In that same time frame, over 1.3 million Irish 

immigrated to America. Once living in the United States, Irish men and women worked 

as laborers and domestic servants. Irish Reverend Michael Buckly reported after visiting 

the States that “Yankees” regarded the Irishmen, often called “Paddies,” as laborers, 

likened to workhorses and employed in menial and unskilled labor (Takaki 46). Irish 

workers were instrumental in building major roads, canals and railways, and were put to 

work in especially hazardous jobs with high accident rates (Takaki 147). In this labor 

market they also found themselves in competition with workers of other races, including 

the Chinese. 

! Chinese workers were often brought in as strike breakers when Irish workers 

dared to ask for higher wages in their dangerous and exhausting jobs. Soon, the 

Chinese were held up as a model for Irish workers, as they were seen as more dutiful 

and efficient (Takaki 148). This contrast between Chinese and Irish sparked 

comparisons between Irish and African Americans. Anti-Irish stereotypes likened them 

to apes, called them savage, and claimed that they shared the assumed low intelligence 

and moral fiber of blacks. With the popularization of scientific racism in the 18th and 

19th centuries, racial traits had come to be seen as inherent rather than a product of 

one’s environment. Therefore, racial stereotypes were much harsher and more 

dangerous than before. This gave Irish a far stronger motive to resist comparison with 

blacks than it would have in previous centuries. Back in Ireland they had felt much 



sympathy with American blacks and, seeing the parallels between the two groups’ 

subjugation, many had supported abolition (Takaki 150). However, once in the United 

States, the Irish feared that free blacks would become their competitors in the unskilled 

labor force. Therefore Irish workers turned to what they saw as the distinguishing factor 

between them and black workers, their whiteness. During a time where white 

supremacy was rarely questioned this proved a powerful advantage. By asserting their 

own whiteness and using blacks as an “other” instead of rebelling against the rich, 

Anglo-Saxon law and society makers, the Irish sought to establish themselves above 

blacks in the pecking order (Takaki 151). 

! Legally, the Irish were already at an advantage in comparison with blacks. They 

could become citizens and thereby gain any legal privileges afforded to other European 

whites in their same class. Unlike the other minority groups they were often lumped 

together with socially, we are led to believe that they could testify in court and were 

treated as white in court cases (People v. Hall). The Irish are not mentioned by name in 

many laws created between the 1770s and the 1850s, probably because they were 

grouped with other whites and European immigrants. However, social and economic 

advancement was still much harder for them than for Anglo-Saxon whites and they were 

confined to certain spheres of society. Female Irish housemaids became the norm in 

cities. In the 1850s, 80% of female domestic workers were Irish immigrants, and while 

they earned a living wage, the work was demanding and often went late into the night 

(Takaki 156-157). Both Irish men and women worked in factory jobs, where they risked 

inconsistent pay and dangerous work environments (Takaki 159-160). 



! Immigrants of all races found it difficult to rise in social class at this time and were  

confined to playing the roles of laborers, house maids and factory workers. However, in 

aligning themselves with whites in the 1850s instead of forming bonds of class solidarity  

with free blacks and other minorities, the Irish were setting themselves up for further 

assimilation and Americanization in antebellum United States. 
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